Union Members Vote Tomorrow On Transit Pact
By CHI HOHOFEN
The SEPTA board will meet tomorrow to vote whether to accept a contract offer from the SEPTA strike.
If the union approves the offer, it will bring an end to the strike.

The SEPTA board has been working to resolve the strike for the past few weeks.

The proposed contract includes a wage increase of $5.28 per hour for union members, plus a one-time signing bonus.

According to union representatives, the contract offer is a significant improvement over the previous proposal.

The strike has been ongoing for several weeks, with both sides taking turns at bargaining.

The SEPTA board's unconditional acceptance of the contract offer is expected to bring an end to the strike.

The strike has halted service by SEPTA's City Transit Division since the beginning of the month.

The strike has also impacted other areas of the city, including the Pennsylvania Convention Center.

The strike is expected to have a significant impact on the local economy.

Executive director of the SEPTA board, Scott Osian, said he was pleased with the outcome of the negotiations.

"We were able to reach an agreement that is fair for both sides," said Osian.
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How much profit does the average U.S. company make on each sales dollar?

(check one) A. $45 B. $28 C. $12 D. $6

And where do profits go?

If you compare what the majority of Americas those corporate profits are, with the bottom line of the typical corporate financial statement, you will see that the public holds profound misconceptions about how businesses operate.

The adjoining message from the April Reader's Digest sums up opinions and the facts about profits. It shows what happens to them. And it clears about how one profit on every dollar of sales. And it tells the key to employing the millions of people who depend on the company's profits. And it makes the public aware of the importance of the corporation. And it makes the public aware of the importance of the corporation.

Read on (even if you checked D above). It will be worth your time of investment.
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Vegetable Report and Harry Reemers

The Produce Standards Bureau of WXPN because of an obscene show called "Mr. Dooley's Swan Song." An anonymous letter was written to the editor of the "New York Times" and was published in the "Washington Post." The letter accused WXPN of indecent programming and called for its closure. The letter was signed "Anonymous." The letter stated that "Mr. Dooley's Swan Song" was an obscenity and that WXPN should be held accountable for broadcasting it. The letter was written by an indeterminate person who does not wish to be identified. The letter went on to say that "Mr. Dooley's Swan Song" was an embarrassment to the University and that WXPN should be closed. The letter was written in an attempt to bring attention to the issue of indecent programming on WXPN.

Dooley's Swan Song

Dooley's Swan Song is a public radio show that was broadcast on WXPN. The show is hosted by Dooley, a radio personality known for his raunchy and controversial comments. The show has been criticized for its offensive and insensitive content. The show was canceled by WXPN after the letter was written. The letter was published in the "New York Times" and was reprinted in the "Washington Post." The letter went on to say that "Mr. Dooley's Swan Song" was an embarrassment to the University and that WXPN should be closed. The letter was written in an attempt to bring attention to the issue of indecent programming on WXPN.
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Herblock - "Maybe That's One Reason It's Been So Slow"

Herblock was a cartoonist who worked for the "Washington Post." His cartoons were known for their political commentary and were often critical of the government. Herblock's cartoon "Maybe That's One Reason It's Been So Slow" was published in the "Washington Post" on March 3, 1970. The cartoon shows a man sitting at a desk with a pencil and paper. The man is surrounded by a large number of other people, all of whom are also sitting at desks and writing. The cartoon goes on to say that "Maybe That's One Reason It's Been So Slow" because the people are all too busy writing. The cartoon is a commentary on the state of the government and the bureaucracy, and it is a critique of the inefficiency of the government.

Letters to the Editor

Budget Seminar is Wothwhile

I attended a seminar by University Budget Director Jim Smith on the evening of March 18th. The seminar was well-received by the attendees. It was held in the main auditorium of the University and was attended by faculty, staff, and students. The seminar focused on the University's budget and the importance of budget planning. It was clear that the budget is a critical component of the University's operations, and that budget planning is essential for the University's success.

John Murphy, Editor
Abors Warn of War

Ford Considers Veto of Tax Cut Measure

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ford summoned his top economic advisors for an extraordinary, unannounced meeting Sunday on whether he should veto a tax relief bill that had been approved early Saturday by a bill providing $1.6 billion in tax relief.

The meeting, which was not announced in advance, was the first such gathering of Ford's economic advisors since the Senate voted ap-

approval early Saturday of a bill providing $1.6 billion in tax relief.

Kite And Key Annual Giving* Student Telethon Call Penn Alumni And Raise Funds For The University
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Supep-sophs, 'Ace' Lead Laxmen's 18-3 'Upset'

Kentucky's physical, bruising victory over Indiana Saturday for the Mideast was stalled for good after a long, long run. Eight pi o, eeded more according to triumph of time. Sj 1 at use romped to a '.15-H7

POLLVAULT

Tigers Take NIT

Goalies - Linker, 1.1. Hill. Hofstra; Saves - Hofstra 3, Penn 18

NIT CHAMPS

Women's pro tennis ousts college basketball from the Palestra while number two UCLA swing, will
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No. 2 Kansas is a game ball from his
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With all apologies to the St. Louis Cardinals and those who support them, it's way more fun to root against them. The Quakers' home opener. Kiteman is

As if the field isn't soggy enough, the weather forecast forecasts a 10-14 MPH wind blowing from the north today. The not-so-friendly skies over the
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